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The shoreline is a dynamic environment where commerce and lifestyle come together.
Coastal zones today face especially challenging conditions, from erosion, ﬂooding,
reoccurring severe weather events and population shift to waterfront centers. The
catastrophic impact of hurricanes along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts in recent years,
and the ongoing concerns over sea level rise elsewhere, has increased awareness
of the negative impacts of coastal erosion. A greater understanding of the lingering
effects left by loss of natural coastal barriers on both ecosystem health and the overall
economy has led to increased interest in preventing or mitigating further damage to
our coastal areas.
Successful projects are driven by sound science, attention to detail and experience
tackling the challenges of working in a marine environment. We bring more than 20
years of experience in mitigation, restoration and creation projects, with a focus on
beaches, bays and estuaries.
Our focused coastal services can help you face these challenges with specialized
science and engineering to create safe and resilient coastal areas that will protect lives
and property from the impacts of wind, waves and weather. In addition to our civil
and coastal engineers, our staff includes experts in near shore oceanography, marine
geology, ﬁsheries, science and related disciplines to provide responsive services to
tackle challenging projects along the water’s edge.
Our portfolio includes hurricane protection for large industrial areas and heavily
populated municipalities, nourishment of barrier islands, and restoration of sensitive
environmental habitat. Along with our ‘hard’ shoreline protection structures, we are
a leader in wetland design, environmental permitting and the complexities of locating
structures adjacent to sensitive coastal ecosystems.
No matter your need, our full suite of coastal services can address engineering
requirements for both built and restorative projects. We will partner with you to bolster
the conﬁdence of those who live in your waterfront communities and to achieve your
goals for coastal restoration and resiliency.
01 | South Padre Island restoration and beach
nourishment, Texas
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02 | Lake Okeechobee restoration program, Florida; 03 | Deepwater Horizon coastal restoration, Louisiana
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Vision and Experience Deliver Customized
Solutions, Better Value
Our concerns, expertise, and perspectives consider larger
global issues, but always within the context of local and
regional concerns. At each level, we look to further the
revitalization and restoration of our coastal areas and
communities, and create sustainable solutions for our
neighbors and the coastal ecosystems upon which we depend.
Planning and Feasibility. We perform site master planning to
determine opportunities for restoration and development and
then test those opportunities for both economic and physical
viability. Our planning efforts encompass environmental
assessment, permitting, site evaluations, and economic studies
of the projected project performance. These assessments are
then interpreted in a physical plan for the project.
Shoreline Enhancement and Coastline Development. At
HDR, we create solutions that respect the natural value of the
coast while achieving the best possible value for the end user.
Waterfront improvements serve as catalysts to community
redevelopment, conduits for waterborne commerce, and
nurseries for marine life. Our experience includes protecting,
restoring, and enhancing coastal ecosystems; creating artiﬁcial
environments such as recreational beaches, crystal lagoons
and galleries to the sea; designing ﬂood and erosion protection;
and creating urban edges for improved water access. The
elements of resiliency we create in our designs are catered to
your site characteristics, functional need, and your vision.
Environmental Studies. We understand that coastal resiliency
is more than using engineered solutions to protect lives;
it is also the use of natural solutions to improve the built
environment. This includes use of oyster beds, living shorelines,
coastal restoration, and habitat surveys and mapping.
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Ecosystem Restoration. Ecosystem restoration projects often
require multiple stakeholder collaboration across groups
with divergent interests. Comprehensive master planning for
ecosystem restoration and mitigation provides an opportunity
for sponsors to realize greater beneﬁts from large-scale and/or
contiguous projects. We are well known for our ability to ﬁnd
creative ways to support your vision for large-scale and longterm ecosystem restoration and management.
Navigation and Breakwaters. The essence of waterfront
development is based on navigation safety and shoreline
protection. Achieving the goal of coast-wise enhancements
involves the use of structural and non-structural techniques
to promote waterborne commerce and safe harborage.
We provide modern solutions in breakwater design, wave
attenuator systems, sediment structures, harbor navigation
structures, dredging, and land reclamation.
Marina Engineering. Marinas and small craft harbors
are the central focus and catalyst to most waterfront
development. Planning for safe berthing of boats requires a
sound understanding of watercraft handling and the dynamic
response of moored vessels. Marina design also entails
detailed design of the mooring structures and docks needed
to berth a boat. Modern sailing and cruising craft demand a
myriad of services including power and utilities comparable to
a small city. We provide the structural engineering and facilities
engineering to support the ﬂoating community.
Site Investigations, Studies and Numerical Modeling. To
understand a project’s opportunities and constraints requires
knowledge of the physical environment that restricts and
controls what can be created along the shoreline. To do so
properly requires a variety of tools and a comprehensive
understanding of coastal physics. We provide a full range of
analyses and data collection experience to drive a project’s
success.
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04 | Powderhorn Lake coastal restoration and habitat protection, Texas Gulf Coast; 05 | Context sensitive
breakwater engineering and environmental services, Texas Gulf Coast

Inner Harbor Structures. We design the piers, wharfs,
bulkheads seawalls, and promenades needed to permit the
public interface with the water. In stressing sustainability in its
designs, we seek solutions that minimize the negative footprint
on the shoreline. Because much of the shoreline is already
impacted by past development and because much of that
development is now degraded, we look to also ﬁnd higher and
better re-uses for the properties, restoring the water’s edge to a
more pristine and aesthetically pleasing value.
Beach Nourishment. Our team has considerable beach
nourishment experience with projects in Texas, Florida,
New York, Alabama and South Carolina. These nourishment
projects have included sand source exploration, sand
compatibility analyses, estimation of project design life,
construction evaluation and opinion of cost, and construction
administration.
Construction Support Services. The marine environment is
unforgiving and there is inherent risk in any endeavor involving
the coast. Proper design is only effective against the tide if the
design is implemented correctly. This requires a construction
support element equally knowledgeable about how a design
must be assembled and the speciﬁc materials to achieve the
intended performance. We provide full construction support
services for shoreline and marine construction.
Pre-Settlement Hydrologic Features Mapping. We develop
detailed maps of the predevelopment land cover (vegetation)
and surface water features in support of coastal restoration
projects. The reconstruction of predevelopment features is
created from environmental information extracted from original
public land surveys conducted by the U.S. General Land Office;
historical USGS topographic maps, nautical charts, and aerial
photographs; and digital soils mapping.
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Natural Resources Economics. We offer highly specialized
economic and statistical services to help assess the costs and
impacts of government policies related to the protection and
management of aquatic ecosystems. Our teams understand
the delicate balance between the demands for protecting
public health and the environment, and the need for growth
and jobs. Our proven expertise is in conducting detailed riskadjusted cost-beneﬁt analyses. We involve you in reviewing
and collecting cost-beneﬁt model inputs and identifying risk
parameters that inﬂuence the results and decisions. What
remains is a transparent cost-beneﬁt model that brings quicker
stakeholder buy-in.
Sustainable Return on Investment. Our Sustainable Return
on Investment (SROI) process accounts for a project’s triplebottom line – its full range of environmental, social and
economic impacts. The process builds on best practices in
cost-beneﬁt analysis and ﬁnancial analysis methodologies,
complemented by state-of-the-art risk analysis and
stakeholder elicitation techniques. The SROI process identiﬁes
the signiﬁcant impacts of an investment, and makes every
attempt to credibly value them in monetary terms. The SROI
process also recognizes the importance of non-monetized
factors and includes methods to consider them explicitly in
decision-making. Results are presented in creative ways that
you and your stakeholders prioritize projects, better understand
trade-offs, and evaluate risk.

Building resilient
coastlines
and vibrant
communities.

The resiliency of the United States is directly tied to the Gulf Coast
— from imports and exports to ﬁshing and tourism. This coastline is
vulnerable to a myriad of extreme events from oil spills to climate change
to erosion and loss of habitat. It is home to a variety of indigenous species
as well as some of the nation’s busiest ports. We understand the complex
balancing act in not only restoration and sustainability, but achieving
overall resiliency.
The Ports of South Louisiana and Houston (Texas) are among the busiest
in the world, ranked 1 and 2 respectively, by volume in the United States.
Additionally, the discovery of oil and gas deposits along the coast and
offshore combined with easy access to shipping, have made the Gulf
Coast the heart of our country’s petrochemical industry. Importantly,
the marshlands along the Louisiana and Texas coasts provide breeding
grounds and nurseries for marine life that drive the ﬁshing and shrimping
industries, which supplies 40 percent of the ﬁsh consumed in the nation.
As a champion of coastal resiliency, we at HDR offer integrated and
comprehensive coastal engineering services, from designing breakwaters
and beach nourishment to enhancing navigation channels. We have
diverse expertise to meet the challenges presented in creating resilient
coastal structures to protect lives and property from the impacts of wind
and waves (such as storm surge and sea level rise).
At HDR, we understand the ever changing environment of the Gulf Coast
demands specialized science and engineering services to craft bold and
creative approaches to restoration and resiliency. We have restored
shoreline ecosystems along the Gulf of Mexico, designed channel
navigation enhancements in New York Harbor, and managed harbor
structures along the Paciﬁc coastline.
We will serve as your advocate and trusted advisor, and one that provides
a full suite of environmental science and engineering services to carry out
your vision and goals for coastal protection and restoration.
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KEY FEATURES

• Coastal resiliency
• Flood risk reduction
• Sustainable, ecologically
sensitive infrastructure
• Feasibility study
• Energy and power
supply analysis
• Sustainable Return on
Investment study
• Public outreach and
participation program
• Database management

Hunts Point Peninsula Resiliency Study
New York City Economic Development Corporation
Bronx, New York, USA
The Hunts Point Peninsula is home to the New
York City-owned Hunts Point Food Distribution
Center that delivers food to more than 22 million
people in the region each day. It is also home
to 12,500 residents and an active industrial
area that includes the 400 mgd Hunts Point
Wastewater Treatment Plant. Physical damage
and disruption to this infrastructure from storm
surge, extreme precipitation or heat events, or
power outages could have wide-ranging and
long-term negative impacts to the greater region.
HDR is leading a study to advance the resiliency
efforts set forth in the Hunts Point Lifelines
Rebuild by Design proposal. The concept was
awarded a $20 million Community Development
Block Grant - Disaster Recovery from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development
and received $25 million in supplemental funds
from the City of New York. Through a vigorous
public participation process, the City determined
that the implementation of a resilient energy
pilot project would be pursued. The HDR team is
reﬁning the two concepts for power/energy and
coastal resiliency.
The feasibility study consists of a robust
data collection and management effort that
documents existing conditions. These ﬁndings
will inform a series of risk and vulnerability
assessments that evaluate the threat and
probability of severe events such as sea level
hdrinc.com

rise, storm surge, extreme precipitation and
heat, and loss of power. We are evaluating these
impacts on a number of alternative project
components such as nano-grids, microgrids, and
renewable energy sources.
Our team’s approach to public outreach and
participation is critical to project success. The
Hunts Point neighborhood is a low-to-moderate
income community. To engage stakeholders at
all levels, we created a multi-layered process
that consists of an engagement strategy team,
a technical advisory group and on-the-ground
neighborhood outreach comprised of community
residents, workers and business owners.
In addition, we are applying our Sustainable
Return on Investment (SROI) methodology
along with the traditional cost-beneﬁt analysis
and documentation of qualitative ﬁndings. The
SROI process will enable the City and project
stakeholders to make informed decisions by
providing a comparison of each option with
respect to ﬁnancial, environmental, and social
attributes on a monetary scale.
Upon completion of the feasibility study, we
will present the City with the preferred resilient
energy pilot projects for implementation, as well
as coastal and ﬂood protection efforts for future
consideration.

BEACH NOURISHMENT AT GALVESTON SEAWALL
(12TH to 61ST STREET)
Texas General Land Office and Park Board of Trustees of the City of Galveston
Galveston, Texas U.S.
KEY FEATURES/SERVICES

• Largest Texas
Beach Nourishment
• Sand Management
• Dredging
• Habitat enhancement
• Planning
• Permitting and Section
7 consultation
• Surveying and design
• Sand source investigation
• Plans and speciﬁcations
• Construction observation
• Monitoring

Galveston Island is a popular tourist destination
for visitors from not only Texas, but also from
around the entire United States. A primary
attraction for tourists who visit Galveston Island
is the beaches which provide opportunities for
many recreational activities, and habitat for
a wide variety of birds and other marine life.
The beaches also serve as a natural buffer for
protecting the City from hurricanes. In recent
years, the beach along the Galveston seawall
from 12th to 61st street has been signiﬁcantly
reduced due to interruptions in natural sediment
transport combined with ongoing storm activity.
This section of beach has periodically received
nourishment over the past decades, most
notably in 1995 and after Hurricane Ike in 2008.
In response to the reduction of beach along this
section of the seawall, a beach nourishment
project was recently completed through a
partnership between the Texas General Land
Office (GLO), the Galveston Island Park Board of
Trustees, and the City of Galveston.
The design and construction budget called for
1 million cubic yards of sediment to be placed,
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making this the largest beach nourishment
ever constructed in Texas. The sand was
hydraulically dredged from the South Jetty
Sand Source located within Bolivar Roads,
the inlet separating Galveston Island from
Bolivar Peninsula. The sand was transported
via pipeline to the discharge area, where it
was then graded to a design template. The
project construction was completed in March
2017 at a cost of approximately $18,670,000,
providing nourished beach for nearly 4 miles
of shoreline. This project complements other
recently-completed nourishments in Galveston,
including the “Babes Beach” project to the west
of 61st Street and the Seascape/Dellanera
project at the west end of the seawall, reﬂecting
a strong commitment by community leaders
and the GLO to maintain this important asset
for Galveston.

KEY FEATURES

• Evaluated
Existing Construction
• Provided
Design Alternatives
• Value
Engineering Review
• Mooring Force Analysis
• Vessel Wave
Motion Study
• Detail Design
• 6,000 Feet of
Wharf Modiﬁed

WHARVES STRENGTHENING
Port of Miami
Miami, Florida, U.S.

The Port of Miami serves approximately 20
shipping lines and handles 9 percent of the
U.S. container handling market. Global growth
in container shipping and the Panama Canal
enlargement project have encouraged the
Port to begin preparations that enable receipt
of larger canal vessels. HDR is designing
structure strengthening to accommodate a
planned USACE harbor deepening project.
Efforts will allow port entry and service for
larger Post Panamax and New Panamax vessels
with greater draft requirements. Work will be
completed in advance of canal enlargement,
allowing the Port initial access into the larger
vessel market.
To contend with physical draft limitations of the
waterway, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
plans to increase channel depths from 42 feet to
50 feet. This deepening, as veriﬁed by detailed
analysis, would cause failure and/or undermine
over 6,100 feet of the container wharves.
Primary design drivers for the project include
that:
• Construction be complete prior to, or phased in
with the USACE dredging project
• Permits be obtained in a timely manner so
construction begins on-time
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• Minimal adverse impacts to tenant operations
during construction
• Design enables wharf front structures to have
sufficient capacity to resist new container
ships mooring and berthing forces by expected
future traffic.

The ﬁnal project must provide for all existing
Panamax cranes to have sufficient outreach for
servicing existing 13-container wide Panamax
vessels traffic. In addition, existing Super Post
Panamax cranes must provide service for a
minimum of 20 container wide New Panamax
vessels. HDR will identify alternatives for
maintaining existing 22-container wide reach at
these structures.
Coastal engineering services included analysis
of hurricane surge and wind-generated waves,
surge and wake generated by passing vessels in
the adjacent ship channel, propeller wash from
thrusters and support tugs, and the potential
for structure undermining due to sediment
transport along the channel. Geotechnical
engineering and hydrographic surveying were
also performed. Numerical modeling included
application of the ADH software supported by
USACE to assess hydrodynamic impacts from
passing vessels.

C-44 RESERVOIR AND STORMWATER TREATMENT AREA
South Florida Water Management District
West Palm Beach, Florida, U.S.

KEY FEATURES/SERVICES

• Florida
Everglades Restoration
• Water Control
and Treatment
• Hydrology and Hydraulics
• Coastal Engineering
• Wave Forecasting
• Numerical Modeling
• Wave Run-Up
and Overtopping
• Wave Loads

HDR supported the SFWMD in this Acceler8 project by designing a reservoir with 36,500 acre-feet of
storage with an associated stormwater treatment area (STA) about 4,000 acres in size. This project is a
component of USACE’s Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Project (CERP) which is cost shared on
a 50/50 basis with the SFWMD. Throughout HDR’s design process, thorough coordination with USACE
was maintained. All designs were reviewed and approved by the Corps.
The C-44 Reservoir/STA Project is located on approximately 12,000 acres of land owned by the
South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD). This project comprises three components
(Reservoir, STAs and conveyance features identified in the Indian River Lagoon South (IRL-S) Project
Implementation Report (PIR). The project is located in Martin County, directly north of the C-44 Canal
(St. Lucie Canal), halfway between Lake Okeechobee and the Atlantic Ocean. The project objectives
were to capture local runoff from the C-44 Basin to provide flood flow attenuation and water quality
treatment to improve the water quality in the Indian River Lagoon, an Estuary of National Significance.
HDR has performed the following activities for this project:
• Water resources planning resulting in a feasibility study and report
• Civil and Environmental Engineering for the development of a basis of design report
• Topographic and geotechnical data collection including an extensive site characterization assessment
• A variety of H&H and other modeling for hydrology, hydraulic design, wave run-up, water quality, bank
stabilization, seepage, etc.
• All permitting including Federal, State, and local regulatory assessments including wildlife inventories
and T&E consultation
• Design, construction management, and monitoring for test cell construction and operation
• Detailed design through preparation of construction plans and speciﬁcations
• Assistance in the pre-qualiﬁcation of contractors
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KEY FEATURES

• More than 150 acres of
tidal marsh restored
• Reused 200,000
cubic yards of dredged
material to create
mitigation banking
• Achieved a 20-year
halt to erosion through
innovative design
• Use of conventional
stone breakwaters and
beach nourishment for
shoreline protection
• Worked with community
members and project
stakeholders through
public meetings

Rockefeller Refuge Gulf Shoreline Stabilization
and Marsh Restoration
Louisiana Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries, Coastal Protection and Restoration
Authority, and the National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration
Cameron Parish, Louisiana, U.S.
Subsidence, erosion, and the effects of man
have been identiﬁed as the causes of converting
valuable wetlands and coastlines to open water.
One such area is the Rockefeller State Wildlife
Refuge in eastern Cameron Parish.
Our team planned and designed two projects
to protect the Refuge and provide for a resilient
future including:
• Innovative breakwater design included an
alternative for a low-crest reef with living
shoreline characteristics.
• Design of nine miles of shoreline protection
and marsh preservation in extremely soft soils
utilizing innovative breakwater design.
• Restoration of more than 150 acres of salt
and brackish marsh through placement of
dredged material.
We identiﬁed methods for combating loss of
wetlands along the Refuge’s Gulf shoreline
and was engaged to conduct a feasibility study
which included bathymetric and topographic
surveying, a geotechnical investigation, analysis
of storm surge, and wave modeling.
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Our staff proceeded to design a project that
would halt erosion on the Refuge over a 20-year
project life, prepared plans and speciﬁcations
and bidding documents, and performed
construction oversight and inspection. We also
performed monitoring of project performance
after construction was complete.
In addition, we restored wetlands at the Refuge,
achieving the project goal to construct more
than 150 acres of salt and brackish marsh
through placement of sediments dredged from
nearby canals. The site investigation included
bathymetric and topographic surveying in
addition to a geotechnical investigation.
We incorporated the ﬁnal design into the
engineering plans and speciﬁcations as part of
the overall bid package. We continue to provide
oversight and observation as the ﬁnal phases of
the project are being constructed.

Biloxi Marsh Shoreline Restoration and Protection
Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority
St. Bernard Parish, Louisiana, U.S.
KEY FEATURES

• Achieved a 20-year
project life with minimal
maintenance for 100,000
acres of coastal wetlands
• Designed protection for
seven miles of shoreline
• Innovative design
maintains tidal circulation
and watercraft access
• Crafted breakwater
solutions to attenuate
wave energy
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To accommodate the extremely challenging site
conditions in Lake Borgne and requirement for
a 20-year project life with no maintenance, we
designed an innovative low-crested lightweightaggregate-core breakwater. The project will
help maintain Biloxi Marsh as an important
wetlands complex and wave/surge barrier for
New Orleans.
The Biloxi Marsh complex consists of more
than 100,000 acres of coastal wetlands located
in St. Bernard Parish, approximately 30 miles
southeast of New Orleans between Chandeleur
Sound and Lake Borgne. The predominant
feature of the lower Pontchartrain sub-basin,
this marsh complex serves as a primary wave
and storm surge barrier protecting New Orleans
and the surrounding parishes. It is also a
productive ecosystem that provides beneﬁts for
the human and natural environment, including
mineral exploration. Unfortunately, Biloxi Marsh
has suffered signiﬁcant degradation from
the combined impacts of various natural and
anthropogenic factors. Reduced sediment input,
saltwater intrusion, subsidence, sea level rise,

erosion from waves, and other mechanisms
have resulted in loss of over 15,000 acres of
marsh complex over the past 75 years.
Our team was selected by the State of Louisiana
to design protection for seven miles of the
Biloxi Marsh shoreline. Project tasks included
a geotechnical investigation, bathymetric
surveying, regulatory support, wave and tide
analysis, and ﬁnal breakwater design. A key
challenge was development of a breakwater
cross-section that could be supported by the
soft clay soils and still attenuate enough wave
energy to provide the needed protection to the
marsh.
Maintenance of tidal exchange between the
marsh and open water was another key factor.
The solution was a low-crested quarrystone
breakwater with a lightweight aggregate core.
The breakwater system will include gaps
at strategic locations to help maintain tidal
circulation and small boat access to channels
within the marsh complex.

KEY FEATURES

• Design of a sediment
diversion structure,
diversion channel,
levees and gated
hydraulic structures
• Bolstering coastal
protection and improve
storm buffering ability
• Harnessing river power
to deliver sediment,
water and nutrients to
coastal wetlands

Mid Barataria Sediment Diversion
Louisiana Coastal Protection Restoration Authority
Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana, U.S.
Reversing land loss in the Mississippi River
Delta is a critical state and national priority.
To reverse coastal land loss, it is imperative to
restore natural processes to the delta system.
River diversions can harness the Mississippi’s
power to deliver sediment, water and nutrients
to the delta’s wetlands.
Located between New Orleans and Barataria
Bay, the Mid Barataria sediment diversion
project is a large-scale, long-term restoration
feature that is an integral part of Louisiana’s
Comprehensive Master Plan for a Sustainable
Coast. The outfall area is suffering from
land loss and habitat shift due to hydrologic
alteration, sediment deprivation, and saltwater
intrusion. This project will reintroduce sediment
from the Mississippi River to build land and
to nourish existing and created marshes. The
project also aims to improve the area’s storm
buffering ability.
The primary design features are a gated gravity
flow sediment diversion structure, water
conveyance channel/canal, interior drainage
structures (pump stations), road and rail
systems, and the environmental design of the
outfall area. The project will be constructed as a
man-made crevasse to connect the Mississippi
River with its former delta in the Barataria
basin to re-establish land building, wetland
enhancements and natural deltaic functions of a
river connected to its delta, the Barataria Basin.
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Our team is providing environmental,
engineering, and design for the geotechnical,
roadway, levee, pump station and rail
components of this project. Our work also
includes a detour and replacement of Highway 23
with a fixed span bridge over the new conveyance
channel. Additional design activities include two
major gated hydraulic structures.
We are also incorporating several climate-driven
design criteria in the project. This includes State
of Louisiana adopted guidelines for sea level rise,
use of provisional FEMA hurricane surge analysis
and wide loads, and regional and site specific
subsidence criteria.
Louisianans have traditionally used diversions to
reduce water salinity in the delta’s basins. Today,
diversions present a new set of opportunities
and require a thorough knowledge of river flow
and sediment transport. However, with proper
planning, mid-sized diversions like the MidBarataria project can mimic the natural processes
that once created Louisiana and lead the way to a
new coastal future.

South Padre Island Beach Nourishment
Texas General Land Office
South Padre Island, Texas, U.S.

KEY FEATURES

• Three million cubic years of
sand placed for restoration
due to erosion
• Designed a one million
cubic yard nourishment
• Reuse of dredged material
from nearby ship channel
• Recommended funding
strategies for future
beach enhancements
• Earned the American Shore
and Beach Preservation
Association designation as
a “Top Restored Beach”

South Padre Island is known for having one of the most attractive beaches in Texas, but
erosion of the beach along portions of the developed area of the island at an average longterm rate of five to ten feet per year was cause for concern. We began helping the Town
of South Padre Island find solutions to their beach erosion problem in the early 1990s, by
quantifying erosion processes and trends, identifying alternatives, cost estimating and
planning. Our team evaluated a range of structural and non-structural alternatives, including
seawalls, groins, detached breakwaters, near-shore berms, and beach nourishment.
We recommended beach nourishment as an economically-sound solution that would enhance
beach use and that could be permitted. Nearby federal dredging of the Brownsville Ship
Channel could supply large quantities of beach-quality dredged material. We helped South
Padre Island work with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to place this dredged material on the
beach during regular maintenance cycles of the ship channel and helped coordinate passage
of a local sales tax to pay for beach maintenance and obtain additional funding assistance
through the Texas Coastal Erosion Planning and Response Act (CEPRA). The total project cost
was $6.2 million and widened the beach by an estimated 50 feet for a distance of one mile
helping to revitalize the beach and dune system.
Our team helped South Padre Island place more than three million cubic yards of sand on
their beaches, but the combination of missed channel maintenance cycles and strong storm
seasons in the Gulf led to increased erosion along the northern South Padre Island beaches. To
address this issue, we performed an offshore sand source investigation and is designing a one
million cubic yard nourishment project that will use sand dredged from a dedicated offshore
borrow source in the Gulf of Mexico.
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KEY FEATURES

Hurricane Katrina Recovery and Reconstruction

• 250 construction projects
completed or on the boards

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers New Orleans District

• 16,000-activity master
schedule managed
• 150 full-time staff
support provided
• $14.8 billion program
developed and executed
• Building resiliency
into recovery and
reconstruction solutions
• Reducing risk of damage
from future extreme
weather events
• Tracked prioritization and
progress of preliminary
damage assessments

Louisiana, U.S.
Hurricane Katrina is the costliest natural
disaster, as well as one of the five deadliest
hurricanes in the history of the U.S. In addition,
the hurricane surge protection failures in
New Orleans were considered the worst
civil engineering disaster in our history. We
have, and continue to, provide program and
project management support to the USACE
New Orleans District for the reconstruction
and improvement of the Hurricane Protection
System (HPS) damaged during the superstorm
event.
Approximately 150 full-time staff and numerous
part-time and reach-back team members are
an integral part of the management of this
$14.8 billion program. There are more than
250 individual construction projects such as
levees, flood walls, navigable storm surge gates,
interior drainage structures, pump station repair,
pump station storm proofing and new pump
station construction. We have provided, or are
providing, the following services in support of
this program.
Our project managers supervised pump station
damage assessments conducted for the
development of the pump station repair portion
of the program. Additionally, after Hurricane
Gustav, several of our staff were recognized for
their excellent work in tracking the progress of
preliminary damage assessments.
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We developed the Program Management Plan
(PMP) for the HPS program implementation
and execution, including initial implementation
planning, mobilization assessment, and staffing
and resource requirements. We also developed
the 16,000-activity integrated master schedule
using Primavera P5. Outputs from the integrated
master schedule provided decision makers key
information to manage the program.
Throughout project development, we were
intimately involved in the development of the
programmatic cost estimate. Our team validated
and, in many cases, performed the individual cost
estimates for the more than 250 construction
projects. Our economists conducted a detailed
market analysis which, along with individual
project cost estimates and the integrated master
schedule, was used to conduct a risk analysis
using a Monte Carlo Simulation to produce the
programmatic cost estimate. This HDR product
was used to validate the presidential budget
request and ultimately led to full congressional
funding of the program.
Currently, we are providing program
management support, including program
management and analysis, maintenance of the
master schedule, development and execution of
risk mitigation plans, acquisition management,
coordination of visits by executive government
representatives and congressional delegations,
technical coordination, budget development and
resource management.

KEY FEATURES

• 150 feet of beach
front strengthened to
withstand future extreme
weather events
• Hurricane recovery efforts
for eroded beach fronts
to support economic
opportunities and tourism
• Work was completed prior
to sensitive species nesting
and peak tourist season
• Repair recommendations
kept infrastructure
operational to maintain
community mobility

Beach Nourishment West of Galveston Seawall
Park Board of Trustees, Texas General Land Office
Galveston, Texas, U.S.
Galveston Island is the most densely developed
barrier island along the Texas coast. However,
erosion averages up to 15 feet per year in some
locations, posing an ongoing threat to beach
recreation, tourism, infrastructure, housing, and
natural resources. Impacts from storms such
as Hurricane Ike, combined with daily exposure
from wind, waves and tides, has left beaches
along the seawall and the western portion of the
island in desperate need of sand.

A large-scale effort to restore beaches along
the western portion of Galveston Island is also
currently underway. Our team performed final
design and develop construction drawings
and specifications for a two million cubic yard
beach nourishment that will place beach-quality
sand along approximately six miles of shoreline
extending from the west end of the Galveston
seawall to the eastern border of the Galveston
Island State Park.

The Park Board of Trustees of the City of
Galveston and the Texas General Land Office
(GLO) issued an emergency beach nourishment
contract to our team for the restoration of the
beaches in front of the Galveston Seawall that
were severely eroded from Hurricane Ike. Special
attention was paid to completing this project
prior to the start of sea turtle nesting season and
prior to peak tourist season.

Earlier phases of the project involved
geotechnical analyses, hydrographic surveying,
environmental permitting and design of a
temporary dredged material placement area
at Apffel Park for stockpiling of the sand
and subsequent truck-hauling to the westend beaches as part of a long-term beach
management strategy plan.

We designed the beach nourishment, developed
construction plans and specifications, and
provided construction administration. The result
was a 70 to 100 foot-wide beach, similar to what
existed prior to the hurricane. Most importantly,
Galveston regained the beach its economy relies
on so heavily.
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In addition, extensive numerical modeling of
waves and sediment transport was performed
to evaluate project longevity. This project will
increase beach width by more than 150 feet and
strengthen its ability to withstand future extreme
weather events.

KEY FEATURES

• Customized shoreline
protection strategies for
north and south areas
• Prevented current rate of
erosion at 10 feet per year
• Restored recreational areas
• Reduced impacts to
sensitive habitats

Corpus Christi Ship Channel Shoreline Protection
City and Port of Corpus Christi
Texas, U.S.
Shorelines along the Corpus Christi Ship
Channel between Port Aransas and Harbor
Island have been experiencing long term erosion
on both the north and south banks. Through
assessment of historical aerial photography, we
determined that these areas were eroding at an
average rate of about 10 feet per year.

The City’s initial improvements on the south
side included protecting the waterline with a
combination of armoring and bulkheading, and
installation of a bulkhead behind the public
fishing pier and approximately 4,100 feet west to
stabilize the shoreline and provide a more userfriendly and safe facility.

Major land owners along this section of the
channel include the City of Port Aransas and
the Port of Corpus Christi Authority. Erosion
was threatening recreational property,
sensitive wetlands habitat, as well as critical
infrastructure, such as a major water supply line
owned and operated by the Water District.

Design requirements included hydraulic and
structural stability for a deep draft ship channel
to account for winds, tides, waves and ship
wakes, hydraulic analyses to reduce shoaling in
an adjacent industrial facility, shoreline ingress
and egress for recreational areas and reducing
the impacts to sensitive habitats.

The land owners partnered with Texas General
Land Office and CEPRA (Coastal Erosion
Planning and Response Act) program to provide
funding for shoreline protection along the ship
channel.

We identified and implemented solutions
that consisted of a rock groin, rock revetment,
geotextile tubes totaling approximately two
miles of shoreline. These improvements had two
purposes: (1) provide shoreline protection; and
(2) reduce maintenance dredging requirements
at the adjacent industrial facility.

Our team provided planning, surveying, design
and construction administration services
for the shoreline protection. Because the
projects were located on the north and south
side of the channel, and had more than one
purpose, several alternatives were evaluated
and solutions varied based on the type of the
protection, potential use, and shoreline type.
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Delehide Cove Wetlands Restoration & Protection
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Galveston Island, Texas, U.S.
KEY FEATURES

• 1.7 miles of geotextile tube
breakwater installed
• Provided beneﬁcial use of
dredged material
• Restored wetlands through
use of habitat mounds
• Received the National
Wetlands Conservation
Award from the U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service

Following its success of the wetlands restoration
and protection project at Galveston Island State
Park, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
extended the project northeast into the adjacent
Delehide Cove. The goal of this extension was to
restore 50 acres of estuarine inter-tidal marsh
and one acre of seagrass. This was achieved
through placement of dredged material to
restore lost wetlands and construction of
shoreline protection structures to shelter both
existing and restored areas from destructive
wave action.
Working with a project team that included
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Texas
General Land Office, U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service, National Marine Fisheries Service,
and the Galveston Bay Foundation, our team
re-evaluated approaches applied at the state
park and considered several improved methods.
For example, although the marsh terrace system
at the state park was effective, members of
the project work group expressed an interest
in restoring marsh through construction of
dredged material mounds instead of terraces.
And, due to the desire to create hard substrate
for aquatic fauna, rock breakwaters were
considered as an alternative to geotextile tube
breakwaters.
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Another unique project component consisted
of the beneficial use of dredged material from
the boat channels at the adjacent Pirates’
Cove subdivision. These channels needed
maintenance dredging and were considered to be
viable sources of material for marsh creation to
supplement the habitat mounds.
Because the cost of rock was known to vary
widely depending on current market conditions,
bids were solicited for both rock and geotextile
tubes for construction of the breakwater. To
accommodate the set construction budget,
the bid forms were structured with a series of
optional additive items to allow construction of
the largest possible project. The result was 8,800
linear feet of geotextile tube breakwater, 14,500
cubic yards of channel dredging and 75 habitat
mounds. As an added feature, many seagrass
beds had become established by the time of
project completion.
Our efforts on this project resulted in the
successful restoration of a crucial inter-tidal
marsh area that provides shoreline protection
and habitat restoration through the sustainable
reuse of dredged materials.

KEY FEATURES

• 2 miles of seawall and
ﬂood gates design
and constructed
• $500 million business
district protected from
extreme weather events
• Wave forces and
surge analysis
• Structural investigation and
design of repairs
• Petrographic analysis
infrared thermography,
dynamic pile capacity tests,
ground-penetrating radar,
compressive strength tests,
fungal tests, etc.
• Comprehensive design
of repairs

Seawall Investigation and Design of Repairs
City of Corpus Christi
Corpus Christi, Texas, U.S.
The original seawall, levees and flood gates of the Corpus Christi flood protection system were built
between 1939 and 1942. It protects a large portion of downtown, which lies well below the projected
hurricane surge level. For approximately 60 years, the system performed well as originally intended.
However, the high temperature, humidity, winds and saltwater environment makes the area one of the
most aggressive marine environments in the U.S. The age and noticeable signs of deterioration of the
seawall prompted an investigation and condition assessment.
We performed the investigation and evaluation of the structure, which resulted in development of repair
concepts and a project implementation plan and budget for the needed repairs. After determining the
overall condition of the seawall, levees and flood gates, it was determined that several portions of the
seawall would probably sustain moderate to severe damage in the event of a 100-year hurricane.
The City of Corpus Christi initiated the design and construction of a comprehensive repair and
rehabilitation project. Detailed structural analyses and coastal engineering were performed to generate
repair plans that would provide protection to the $500 million downtown business district from wave
impacts and tidal effects.
We initiated design of repairs for the approximately 2-mile- long seawall and flood gates, with
construction quickly following with an estimated budget of $52 million.
Key elements of the design work included soil-structure interactions, lateral pile design, pile group
design, steel sheet pile design, high-performance marine concrete, coating systems, crack repair
systems, hydrostatic relief systems, decorative concrete, pedestrian, vehicular and American Disability
Act features, grout injection, scour analysis and utilities.
Construction for this project is now complete. The Corpus Christi Seawall Investigation and Design of
Repairs project was featured in Civil Engineering magazine’s June 2008 issue.
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KEY FEATURES

• 328 acres of inter-tidal
wetlands restored
• Restored marsh
accommodates future
relative sea rise to
provide longer design life
and resiliency
• Coalescing mounds help
increase wave-induced
sediment supply
• 40 acres of material
created to support
seagrass reestablishment

Marsh Restoration at Carancahua & Jumbile Coves
Texas General Land Office
Galveston West Bay, Texas, U.S.
Since the 1950s, the Galveston Bay system has lost more than 30,000 acres of inter-tidal wetlands
(approximately 20 percent) from erosion, land subsidence and eustatic sea level rise. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration announced 50 high-priority coastal habitat restoration
projects to be funded from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
We assisted the Texas General Land Office to protect and restore up to 328 acres of inter-tidal
wetlands within Carancahua Cove and Jumbile Cove in Galveston West Bay, adjacent to Galveston
Island. The project also included creation of over 40 acres of marsh mounds and shallow open
water suitable for seagrass reestablishment.
The large-scale restoration included hydraulic placement of ﬁne sand dredged from the native bay
bottom as ﬁll material to create broad, gently-sloping emergent mounds. The estuarine habitat
restoration was designed to create marsh that targeted the high range of inter-tidal marsh to
accommodate future relative sea level rise and provide a longer design life.
Coalescing sand mounds and ridges were constructed along the wave-exposed perimeter of
the marsh complex in lieu of conventional “hard” shoreline protection structures, such as rock
breakwaters and geotextile tubes. The coalescing mounds will help increase wave-induced
sediment supply into the marsh system while allowing vegetation to become densely established
within the interior restoration site prior to direct wave exposure.
Our team provided borrow-source investigation, engineering design plans and speciﬁcations,
construction administration and coastal boundary survey. Construction and ﬁnal planting have
been completed and the marsh is thriving.
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KEY FEATURES

• 6,700 feet of
seawall rehabilitated
and stabilized
• Design included resilient
elements to strengthen
against future
weather events
• Enhanced public
safety at this
popular destination
• Fast-track analyses
put design efforts on
track quickly
• Maintained historic
integrity of the structure

Ellis Island Seawall Rehabilitation and
Stabilization Program
National Park Service
Cities of New Jersey and New York, U.S.
From the late nineteenth to the mid-twentieth
century, millions of immigrants entered the
United States through Ellis Island. Today, over
100 million Americans can trace their ancestry to
those who crossed this island before dispersing
to points all over the country.
Now a popular tourist stop in New York Harbor,
a portion of the island’s aging seawall has been
deteriorating for a number of years. Funds
obtained through the American Reinvestment
and Recovery Act (ARRA) allowed the National
Park Service to hire our team to investigate site
conditions at the 100-year-old crumbling seawall.
The loss of fill was also undermining some of the
island’s historic buildings.
The seawall is approximately 6,736 linear feet,
essentially the entire perimeter of the island.
There are four different structural wall types,
designed and built at different times between
1913 to 1934.
A schematic rehabilitation approach was
designed for each wall type to address all
deficiencies. However, in areas along the
seawall, defined by the work zones, the severity
of the deficiencies varied. On this basis, the
work in each area was phased to address the
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more critical situations first, and the overall
rehabilitation prioritized to meet funding
availability. Our team also developed a schematic
approach to replacing the seawall. In each case,
we abandoned the existing seawall in place to
construct a new wall outboard of it, salvaging and
reusing the granite facing blocks of the original
walls. The estimated cost of replacing the entire
seawall is $66 million.
We performed the environmental, geotechnical,
structural engineering, cost estimating and
permitting tasks for this project. Vibration
monitoring was conducted during the
geotechnical sampling to ensure there would be
no damage to the existing historic structures.
Our team also performed topographic
and underwater surveys, and historic and
archaeological investigations. We completed
our work on a fast-track schedule to meet an
aggressive deadline as required by the ARRA
funding source.
Through our engineering solutions, this project
will maintain the structural integrity of the
seawall, prevent further damage and enhance
public safety at the facility.

Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan
South Florida Water Management District & U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Jacksonville, Florida, U.S.

KEY FEATURES

• 2 million acres of protected
wetlands and water
conservation areas
• Prepared resilient
design and program
management strategies
• Review of more than
1,000 canal miles and 730
levee miles
• 22 state agencies involved
and coordinated with
to gather salient data
and comments

With more than 2 million acres of protected wetlands and water conservation areas,
the Florida Everglades is a natural, national treasure. The Everglades contain the largest
mangrove ecosystem in the Western Hemisphere, the largest continuous stand of sawgrass
prairie and the most signiﬁcant breeding ground for wading birds in North America. Its
mixture of subtropical and temperate wildlife species is found nowhere else in the United
States. In addition, Everglades National Park is rich in both prehistoric and historic heritage,
containing 200 known archaeological sites.
Habitats were shrinking, water levels were dropping and more than 1 million acres were lost
to development. The Everglades natural ﬁltering capabilities, which pull toxins and excessive
nutrients from water as it passes through vegetation, were damaged as humans moved in.
When this balance is disrupted toxins build up, nutrients become destructive and the carbon
sink the Everglades ability to absorb greenhouse gases in moist soil is compromised. In this
equation, ecosystems can degrade and wash away.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the South Florida Water Management District sought
to correct the imbalance by drafting the $7.8 billion Comprehensive Everglades Restoration
Program (CERP), an updated framework for the Central & Southern Florida Project. CERP
was drafted after a review of more than 1,000 canal miles, 720 levee miles and hundreds
of water controls. We provided design, program implementation and monitoring. We also
helped draft agendas, coordinated federal and state meetings and compiled and edited data
from 22 state agencies.
Reaching 16 counties and more than 18,000 square miles, CERP is perhaps the largest
ecosystem restoration in history. CERP outlines more than 60 major projects, constructed
over 35 years, including surface water storage, water preserves and ecological restoration.
After three decades, Florida’s Everglades will have stronger ecosystems, a stable carbon sink
and better water management for a sustainable and more resilient future.
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KEY FEATURES

• 4,000 feet of
offshore breakwater
protection constructed
• 10,000 cubic yards of ﬁll
created critical wetlands
• Created a 72,000 cubic
yard feeder beach

• Awarded a Partnership
Award by Coastal
America

Shamrock Island Preserve Shoreline Protection
and Habitat Restoration
Texas General Land Office
Corpus Christi Bay, Texas, U.S.
Shamrock Island, in Corpus Christi Bay, has a
uniquely valuable habitat that is regarded as
some of the best aquatic and avian habitat in
South Texas. From 1956 to 1997, the island lost
an estimated 17 acres or about 25 percent of its
surface area. Due to natural and man-induced
causes, the northern half of the island was
subject to significant erosion that affected critical
beach, marsh and upland habitats. Without
proactive measures, the continued erosion
threatened to swallow the valuable wildlife
habitats on the island.
The critical ecological importance of the island
was recognized in the early 1990s when The
Nature Conservancy (TNC) led an effort to
acquire the island. Since acquiring the preserve,
TNC, working with conservation partners, has
developed a long-term habitat restoration
and program on the island. Objectives include
shoreline protection and the creation and
enhancement of bird nesting habitat.
The Texas General Land Office took
administrative lead and our team developed
alternatives, obtained permits, prepared
detailed design and specifications, and provided
construction observation assistance.
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We performed a scientific evaluation of the
physical processes and habitat characterization,
and applied practical engineering design
and construction techniques during project
formulation. The initial solution for restoration
involved construction of 4,000 feet of offshore
breakwater (geotextile tube), placement of
10,000 cubic yards of fill to create five acres of
wetlands, and creation of a 72,000 cubic yard
feeder beach to maintain an updrift sand source
in the nesting area at the south end of the island.
Subsequently, an opportunity for additional
protection and habitat enhancement was realized
through selection of Shamrock Island as the
mitigation site for the Packery Channel project.
Under contract with the Coastal Bend Bays
and Estuaries Program, we designed a series of
rock breakwaters for the creation of 15.6 acres
of seagrass at the north end of the island. In
addition, an overall master plan for protection of
the entire island has been developed. Nine rock
breakwaters were completed, and an additional
two breakwaters were constructed as part of
another local mitigation project.
Coastal America honored those involved in the
restoration and protection of Shamrock Island
with a Partnership Award.

KEY FEATURES

• 2nd costliest hurricane
in U.S. history resulting
in an estimated $68
million in damage
• 100 million of
shorelines were
severely eroded
• $26.5 million
in engineering,
environmental and
architectural services
provided by our teams
• 52 days - the average
time we were able
to restore critical
infrastructure to
operational status

Superstorm Sandy Recovery and Restoration
Various Clients and Projects
New York and New Jersey, U.S.
Superstorm Sandy devastated the New York
and New Jersey area in late October 2012 and
was the second-costliest hurricane in U.S.
history resulting in an estimated $68 billion in
damages. We supported our local clients in their
recovery efforts to restore their facilities and
infrastructure to operational status quickly and
efficiently. We also shared our Manhattan office
space with our clients who were displaced from
their offices locations. Key assignments we’ve
completed in the wake of Sandy include:

The yard experienced extensive damage from
Superstorm Sandy that halted operations. We
provided emergency engineering support to
return the facility to operational status in just
52 days. The scope of work consisted of 11
construction packages that were phased to
allow the facility to remain functional. Our quick
response with permit, design and construction
support services maintained the critical
transport of much needed recovery materials for
the community.

Port Jersey Greenville Yard Cross-Harbor
Freight Program. Greenville Yard is the western
terminus of the current rail car ﬂoat (barge)
system on the Brooklyn waterfront. It is one of
the largest and most complex rail yards in the
country. The yard, bridges and facilities had
deteriorated, and only one remaining transfer
bridge structure was operational for the Port of
Authority of New York/New Jersey (PANYNJ).

Nassau County Bay Park Wastewater
Treatment Plant. The Nassau County Bay Park
wastewater treatment plant was inundated
with Superstorm Sandy tidal surge and was
completely without power for a few days.
In the weeks subsequent to the storm, the
treatment facility returned various portions of
its operations to working order until complete
secondary treatment was functional. We
developed a water quality sampling program
and initiated sampling within one week of
Superstorm Sandy. Our ﬁeld sampling crews
mobilized sampling vessels and equipment to
monitor water quality in the creeks and tidal
waters that received raw and partially treated
sewage resulting from the impact of the storm
on the treatment plant. The water quality
sampling was used by our team to assess
the short-term and long-term impacts of the
discharge on water quality.

Prior to Superstorm Sandy, we designed the
repairs to the bridge, barge and rail facility. Our
innovative design concept increased capacity of
the bridge fender and the barge mooring system
to allow rapid loading and unloading of the
rail cars. The project required complex agency
coordination as it lies between PANYNJ’s global
marine terminal intermodal container transfer
freight yard, the New York City Department of
Sanitation municipal solid waste facility and
yard, and the Tropicana products facility yard.
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04

03

03 and 04 | Assessing the damage and determining failure modes for the emergency embankment stabilization of
the Far Rockaway line of the NYCT A Train in New York.

Metro-North Railroad Storm Surge Prediction Mapping, NY. We
provided hydrologic and hydraulic services related to ﬂooding
and storm surge issues on the railroad along the Hudson and
New Haven lines during Superstorm Sandy. Our team customized
a study process and tools to help Metro-North understand storm
surge ﬂooding risks and to plan appropriate actions to minimize
future damage and service interruptions. We surveyed the
damaged facilities to record the high water marks and elevation
of critical infrastructure. We also reviewed two existing hydrodynamic models being used to estimate and project storm
surge levels along the Hudson River and Long Island Sound. The
model is a computerized numerical application developed by
the National Weather Service to assess storm surge heights’
resulting from historical; hypothetical, or predicted hurricanes
considering atmospheric pressure, size, forward speed, and
track data. These parameters were used to create a model of the
wind ﬁeld which drove the storm surge. Our team continues to
work with Metro- North to prepare a planning tool to aid in the
response to future storm surge events.
Rockaway Emergency Embankment Stabilization for the New
York City Transit (NYCT). The day after Superstorm Sandy hit
the coastline, our staff worked alongside NYCT staff to assess
the damage to the Far Rockaway Line of the A Train. The rail
line on the island between the north and south channel of
Jamaica Bay had two major breaches in the embankment, major
systems damage, localized embankment damage, and heavy
debris collection. We prioritized and assessed the most severe
damage, and immediately developed solutions to both repair the
embankments and to minimize the potential for future damage.
Our coastal engineers determined design criteria based on
Superstorm Sandy wave heights and force to design walls and
gates to prevent similar damage during a Category 2 event. This
allowed our design team to prepare design alternatives and
direct the contractor on early procurement of materials. The
design consisted of sheet pile and soldier pile walls, revetment
and ﬂood gates. Our team provided ﬁnal design documents for
the immediate restoration and storm damage mitigation and
construction support. We have also provided ﬁeld engineers to
assist NYCT staff in monitoring the construction.
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Long Beach Substation Replacement for the Long Island
Railroad, NY. When the existing substation was damaged by
Superstorm Sandy, we provided engineering design and bidding
support to construct a new power station located within the Long
Island rail yard in Nassau County. We prepared the major design
elements including the substation building structure (elevated
nine feet to meet new post-Sandy ﬂoodplain requirements),
cable vault, HVAC, site drainage, transformers, and duct work.
Our site improvement work consisted of topographic surveying
including underground and above ground utilities; geotechnical
investigation to determine soil properties; identifying existing
and proposed drainage; and design of perimeter fencing for the
substation. Throughout our design effort, we were able to identify
long lead items, and prepare staging and sequencing drawings
to expedite the construction work. Our team’s quick response
facilitated getting a new substation operational to provide power
to the local community.
NYCT 148th and 207th Street Rail Yards Flood Mitigation
and Resiliency Strategies. As a result of Superstorm Sandy, we
developed a conceptual design with alternatives for protecting
two rail yards from another extreme weather event. Our team
analyzed potential storm surge heights up to the maximum of
a Category 2, including sea level rise and wave run-up. After
determining the design height, we investigated different types of
ﬂood walls. Each was then evaluated based on constructability,
construction cost, and community and environmental impacts.
At entry points for trains, vehicles and staff, we evaluated the
viability of both automated and mechanically-operated gates.
At the train portals into the underground area, a special material
was investigated to craft a “ﬂexgate”. It provides a system that
can protect the tunnel portal while minimizing the effort of
maintenance staff to implement prior to a storm. Because the
yard on 207th Street is directly on the Harlem River, the relieving
platform and pile supports were severely damaged. The resulting
design served a dual purpose to accommodate a new ﬂood wall
while also providing for the repair of the relieving platform and its
piles being driven directly into the riverbed.

KEY FEATURES

• 244 acres of wetlands
restored
• 6 miles of dredging
pipeline was used
• 500,000 cubic yards
of dredged materials
placed to restore
shoreline
• Wildlife habitat
and recreation
enhancements
• Natural buffer reduces
storm energy from
tropical storms and
hurricanes

Pintail Flats Marsh Restoration
Exxon Mobil
Port Arthur, Texas, U.S.
Pintail Flats is an important source for
recreational activities such as hunting, wildlife
viewing and fishing. The marshes within Pintail
Flats have significantly deteriorated over the past
70 years, primarily due to saltwater intrusion
from the Sabine Neches Waterway through Keith
Lake Fish Pass.
Located near Port Arthur, within the J.D.
Murphree Wildlife Management Area, the
Texas Parks & Wildlife Department manages
the wildlife area primarily for over-wintering
waterfowl habitat and other coastal marsh
wildlife. The wildlife area also is a source for
recreational activities, including hunting, wildlife
viewing and fishing. Other significant land uses
consist of oil and gas production facilities and
pipelines.
As compensation for environmental impacts
related to the construction of a liquefied
natural gas (LNG) terminal and pipeline system
approximately four miles to the east, restoration
of coastal marsh was required, and Pintail Flats
was selected as the mitigation site.
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The restoration was achieved through placement
of more than 500,000 cubic yards of silty
dredged material obtained during construction
of the ship approach and berth areas at the
terminal. Partial containment of the dredged
material was provided by adjacent existing marsh
edge and strategically constructed earthen
terraces.
We provided detailed design, developed
construction plans and specifications and
provided construction observation for this
fast-track project, which restored approximately
224 acres of wetlands. The Pintail Flats Marsh
Restoration project required more than six miles
of dredging pipeline and provided beneficial
use of dredged material by allowing unconfined
placement of soft, very flowable soil.
This marsh restoration project has enhanced the
surrounding ecosystem and nurtures growth of
native wetland vegetation producing a mosaic of
coastal marsh, small ponds and channels. Coastal
marsh also provides a natural buffer by reducing
storm energy associated with tropical storms and
hurricanes.

KEY FEATURES

• Restored
inter-tidal marsh
• Created 38 marsh
mounds and 1,800 feet
of berm
• Addressed long-term
subsidence issue
• Marsh Mania events
involve community
members in
marsh preservation

Burnet Bay Marsh Restoration
Galveston Bay Foundation
Burnet Bay, Texas, U.S.
Subsidence has caused significant landscape
changes within the Houston/Harris County area.
This is particularly the case at Burnet Bay, which
is west of Baytown, along the Houston Ship
Channel and directly across from San Jacinto
State Park. In the vicinity of Burnet Bay, ground
surface elevations decreased by approximately 8
to 9 feet between 1906 and 1987, approximately
1.25 inches per year.
This historical subsidence, coupled with wave
induced erosion, has resulted in losses of upland
and emergent wetlands along the Houston Ship
Channel and within Burnet Bay.
A review of historical aerial photographs shows
that, in 1944, much of the northwestern portion
of what is now Burnet Bay was composed of
uplands and inter-tidal marsh. Shorelines here
have receded on average by 120 feet since that
time.
To address these historic losses to wetland
habitat, Galveston Bay Foundation proposed to
restore inter-tidal marsh elevations of Burnet
Bay by constructing mounds and planting them
with marsh vegetation. We provided coastal
engineering, coastal boundary survey, permitting,
plans and specifications and construction
observation.
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Mounds were constructed using dredge material
from the adjacent bay bottom. The dredge
borrow site was a portion of the previous upland
area and contained good quality sandy material.
Approximately 55,000 cubic yards were dredged
to create 38 marsh mounds. An additional
12,000 cubic yards were excavated and sidecast
to create 1,800 feet of berm to provide temporary
protection to the site while marsh planting
became established.
Upon completion, the project resulted in the
restoration of over 30 acres of inter-tidal marsh
complex within Burnet Bay.
Since construction, the Galveston Bay Foundation
has hosted several community-based marsh
grass planting events, known locally as “Marsh
Mania,” at this site. Over 200 community and
corporate volunteers have contributed 962
volunteer-hours by planting stems of Spartina
cordgrass (or smooth cord grass) on the
marsh mounds. Once established, the marsh
grass provides habitat and feeding grounds
for fish and birds, improve water quality, and
absorb wave energy to protect from shoreline

Sarasota Bay Spoil Island Restoration
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Jacksonville District
Sarasota County, Florida
Lower Sarasota Bay is a sensitive marine ecosystem on the west central coast of Florida bordered
by a chain of barrier islands that provide limited protection. Wetlands and seagrass meadows were
impacted by the placement of dredge and ﬁll material from the Gulf Coast Inter-coastal Waterway.
We studied 23 sites throughout the barrier islands for restoration and enhancement. We provided
environmental planning and evaluation, preliminary designs and quantities, incremental analysis of
environmental beneﬁts, geotechnical planning, cost estimates, and a public involvement program.

Apollo Beach Restoration and Surface Water Improvements
Southwest Florida Water Management District
Hillsborough County, Florida
We provided planning, design and permitting services to assist our client in restoring estuarine
and transitional wetland to more closely resemble the natural, resilient habitat. Using 37 acres
of dredged spoil pumped out of Tampa Bay, the northern end of Apollo Beach was created. The
restoration includes 28 acres of inter-tidal wetland, 7 acres of permanent water, and 2 acres of
uplands. An additional 13 acres was developed into a Hillsborough County park.

Belleair Beach Causeway Bridge Replacement
Pinellas County
Pinellas, Florida
This new bridge links the mainland with the barrier island beach communities, replacing two
obsolete structures that had become prohibitively expansive to maintain. The structure also serves
as a principal hurricane evacuation route. We provided permitting, public outreach, wetland
mitigation, and stormwater management services. The use of incremental launching was used as a
value engineering technique while keeping the project moving forward and marked a unique use of
this bridge construction technique that minimized environmental impacts.

Indian River Lagoon Shoreline Stabilization and Environmental Analyses
Florida Department of Transportation
St. Lucie County, Florida
We provided comprehensive coastal environmental analysis for the repair and stabilization of this
13.7 mile shoreline that was damaged during Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne. Our work consisted
of water quality sampling and analyses and aquatic species studies and surveys for algal blooms,
seagrass and shoreline vegetation. Design of the project met the water quality for the lagoon
where past run-off contributed to severe damage to the marine plants and animals due to high
salinity concentrations. Throughout the planning and design process, we participated in interagency and public meetings and workshops to facilitate the permit process and share information
with the local community and adjacent property owners.

Northwest Lake Pontchartrain Shoreline Protection
Tangipahoa Parish Government
Tangipahoa Parish, Louisiana
Erosion of the northwest shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain has been primarily due to waves produced
by the prevailing southeasterly winds. It is compounded by the historical cypress logging within
adjacent freshwater marsh resulting in extensive logging tracks, saltwater intrusion, and wetlands
degradation. We provided regulatory assistance and design for a rock breakwater to protect
approximately 12,000 feet of shoreline. The breakwater is continuous and detached from the
shoreline. It also features ﬁsh gaps to allow for ingress and egress of ﬁsh and tidal exchange.
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Bolivar Peninsula Beach Nourishment and Shoreline Protection
Galveston County
Galveston, Texas
Bolivar Peninsula stretches for 25 miles from the Houston Ship Channel to High Island and is
bisected by Rollover Pass, a man-made inlet that has been stabilized by bulkheading and crossed
by a bridge. We assisted County staff to complete the beach nourishment consisting of more
than two million cubic yards of sand on two miles of beach. The sand was obtained from upland
commercial pits and dredged materials from Rollover Bay and the Gulf Intra-coastal Waterway.
We also designed replacement bulkheads to stabilize the channel and to improve public access.

Swan Lake Marsh Restoration
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Texas City, Texas
To complete this major resiliency project, our team designed a 45-acre mitigation marsh at
the north end of Swan Lake. We also designed the 93-acre restoration marsh and developed
a conceptual plan for the future beneﬁcial placement of dredged material to complete the
restoration of Swan Lake. Construction of approximately 80 acres of the restoration marsh within
the northeast area of Swan Lake was completed through mechanical placement of silty material
excavated from a dredged material placement area adjacent to the Texas City Ship channel.

Nueces Bay Island Habitat Restoration
Coastal Bend Bays and Estuaries Program
Galveston, Texas
To restore the resiliency and ecosystem from dredging and shell mining, we provided planning,
surveying, permitting, and environment assessments for this project. The four-acre island was
constructed by dredging ﬁne sand and shell from the adjacent bay bottom to improve aquatic and
avian habitat areas. After placing the dredged material, approximately 85% of the island perimeter
was lined with a protective rock revetment, while the western shoreline, which receives relatively
little wave energy, was left as a beach.

Starvation Cove Marsh Restoration and Shoreline Protection
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Galveston West Bay, Texas
Inter-tidal wetlands within West Bay along Galveston Island have experienced signiﬁcant losses
due to land subsidence combined with wave exposure and gradual sea level rise. We designed
protection for the existing fragmented marsh and crafted resilient restoration and protection
solutions. Placement of dredged material restored the marsh and construction of shoreline
protection structures was completed to provide shelter from erosive wave action. Our work
included wave and tidal analyses, marsh and shoreline protection design, identiﬁcation of a
submerged borrow source containing sandy material, surveying, and a geotechnical investigation.

Goose Island Shoreline Protection and Habitat Restoration
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Aransas Bay, Texas
This project consisted of resiliency planning for habitat threatened by on-going erosion and
breaching during storm events. We supported the marsh restoration and quarrystone breakwater
construction providing planning, permitting, design, and construction management services.
Approximately 46,000 cubic yards of material dredged from nearby channels was used to
construct the Spartina alterniﬂora (or smooth/saltmarsh cordgrass) habitat.
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Powderhorn Lake Marsh Restoration
Galveston County
Galveston, Texas
Bolivar Peninsula stretches for 25 miles from the Houston Ship Channel to High Island and is
bisected by Rollover Pass, a man-made inlet that has been stabilized by bulkheading and crossed
by a bridge. We assisted County staff to complete the beach nourishment consisting of more
than two million cubic yards of sand on two miles of beach. The sand was obtained from upland
commercial pits and dredged materials from Rollover Bay and the Gulf Intra-coastal Waterway.
We also designed replacement bulkheads to stabilize the channel and to improve public access.

Mad Island Wildlife Management Area Shoreline Protection
Texas General Land Office
Matagorda County, Texas
This project consisted of providing a 9,300-foot breakwater along the Gulf Intra-coastal Waterway
at the Mad Island wildlife management area. It provides protection to one of the most pristine
areas along the Texas coast and is home to critical ﬁsheries, wildlife, and aquatic vegetation.
We provided design, permitting, and construction observation services. Now complete, marsh
vegetation is becoming established between the existing shoreline and new rock breakwater.

Greens Bayou Sediment Management
Conﬁdential Client
Houston, Texas
We managed, and provided environmental and construction services, to restore the upper
portion of this ship channel requiring removal of sediment. The effort required dredging an
estimated 353,000 cubic yards of material and construction of a new upland disposal facility. It
also consisted of placing a thin layer of sand cap to decrease scour potential and provide stability
for upland areas adjacent to the operation. Our team also evaluated the dock stability and made
recommendations to mitigate any dredging impacts to navigation in and around these structures.

Oyster Reef Creation in Lavaca Bay
Alcoa Remediation Management Inc.
Port Comfort, Texas
This 75 acre, $3 million marsh creation project involved excavation of uplands and ﬁlling of bay
bottom to provide the growing surface for the marsh grass. We modeled the tidal ﬂows and
freshwater inﬂows in the marsh to examine circulation and provide input to the layout design.
Juvenile oyster larvae have settled on the reef and were observed growing immediately following
construction. After a single season, the reef is thriving. Ongoing monitoring shows continued
growth of the reef and successful development of adult oysters.

Living Shoreline at Derry Waterfront Park
City of Port Isabel
Laguna Madre Bay, Texas
To promote public access and ecotourism, the city desired to create a vibrant waterfront park. This
living shoreline includes placement of a small near-shore low crested breakwater and construction
of a planting area for low marsh vegetation. The objectives of the park design promotes
ecotourism, provides access to the Laguna Madre coastal habitats, and offers public education
about the beneﬁts of living shorelines. An added project beneﬁt will be the stabilization of the
existing shoreline through low impact methods, rather than bulkheads. Our work consisted of
coastal engineering, environmental assessment and permitting, and preliminary design drawings.
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Marine Fisheries Enhancement, Research and Science Center
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana
We are supporting the development of the plan to create two marine science centers in Calcasieu
and Plaquemines Parishes. The facility will be designed to responsibly develop aquaculture-based
techniques for marine ﬁshery management. Biologists and ﬁsh scientists will study red ﬁsh,
southern ﬂounder, and spotted sea trout.

Orleans Land Bridge Shoreline Protection
Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority
Orleans Parish, Louisiana
Hurricane Katrina severely damaged the I-10 twin-span bridge. Emergency repairs allowed the
bridge to resume function, however a replacement structure was needed. To support sustainable
building practices, recycled debris from demolition of the old I-10 bridge was use to create
protection for 8.7 miles of shoreline and the adjacent marsh complex. We provided coastal
engineering and design, hydraulic modeling to developing an innovative shoreline protection
solution to help maintain the Orleans Landbridge as a line of defense against hurricanes and
protect valuable wetlands as well as fulﬁll its function as a major industrial transportation corridor.

Sabine Pass Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) Terminal
Cheniere LNG
Cameron Parish, Louisiana
We prepared the documentation for the marine portion of this LNG terminal including breasting
and mooring structures, shoreline protection, and navigation. We also designed the environmental
mitigation as required for impacts to wetlands and aquatic habitat. Of the approximately 340 acres
of wetlands created and/or enhanced, we designed 67 acres of inter-tidal marsh and 113 acres of
freshwater marsh. In addition to enhancing wetlands, a near-shore berm was created for aquatic
beneﬁts through placement of dredged material in the Gulf of Mexico just east of Sabine Pass on
the Texas-Louisiana Border.
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